
Femme Fatale 
~ A system neutral lewd ruleset add-on for getting heroines into trouble ~ 

Version 0.01 

(Not even an alpha test at this point, just a proof of concept) 

 

What is this? 

Femme Fatale is a way to solve a recurring problem in certain types of lewd TRPG campaigns: 

players want to see their heroines being bullied, defeated, and violated by a predatory world, 

but most tabletop systems assume that players are trying to win. This means players are 

encouraged to play badly to get to see the content they want, which works counter to the 

rules of the system they’re using, and creates general clunkiness.  

‘Why don’t they just play promiscuous heroines who willingly let NPCs and enemies drive a rail 

on them?’ You might ask. 

If you have to ask, then you don’t get the fetish. Get out, there’s no place for you here. 

‘Why don’t they just willingly fail dice rolls at vital moments to get themselves in trouble?’ 

Some people are perfectly okay with doing this. They can stay, they might still be interested. 

But if you feel that solution is painful to do - maybe it breaks your immersion to willingly 

betray your PC like that – then definitely read on. 

Femme Fatale adds a new resource to manage: tension. Now, instead of the old playstyle of 

being rewarded with good scenes for handicapping yourself, you’re rewarded for careful 

resource management and making acceptable compromises. Now sometimes it’s a smart 

move to let your heroine fall victim to a lewd effect, because it saves her from worse down the 

line.  Handle it properly and it even becomes a boon, granting you luck at the right times. 

Now it feels like a real game again! 

Also this works for solo play if you want. 

Setting Assumptions 

This system works best if these things are true about the game you’re playing: 

 The world is predatory and lustful. Many or most enemies will lust after the heroine, 

and have ways to act on that lust. Maybe there are lots of lewd dungeon traps and 

lewd magic items, and monsters specialized in sexual harassment. 

 Your heroine is relatively chaste, compared to everything around her. At least not 

above average. If this isn’t true you should have left the first time this came up. 

Whether it’s because the heroine is pure and virtuous, or because enemies are horny 

and dangerous so it’s just sensible to not let them get their way, it’s assumed heroines 

will want to resist sexual encounters more often than not.  



 Gender: This document says ‘heroine’ all the time but most of it works for male subs 

too. 

Tension 

What is tension? It’s a metanarrative currency. Basically, it’s lewd karma and narrative 

anticipation. In a lewd setting, it’s fate that lewd things happen to heroines. Like a pot about to 

boil over: they can try to slow it down but it will keep growing until it happens.  

The more tension your heroine has, the more danger she’s in from fate forcing its hand to 

remind her just how lewd the world is. That is, the GM can spend a heroine’s tension to force 

her to fail dice rolls against lewd things. But that’s where the player comes in: their job is to 

spend tension to create lewd scenes at a controlled rate so it won’t strike when they least 

want it. 

But this all just sounds like an extra layer of difficulty, right? You need a carrot along with a 

stick. Here’s the important bit: heroines can choose to willingly gain tension to use special 

abilities. This is a system neutral addon so there’s only one default ability here, but every 

system likes free rerolls. 

Variant Options: Tension and the Narrative 
Tension is a purely meta resource by default, and your heroine doesn’t know how much she 
has or that people are spending it for her. This way works neatest, but here are two 
alternatives: 

 Sexual Tension: Tension is libido. The more the heroine has, the more aroused she 
is, with 0 being normal, 10 being horny but in control, and 20 being madly 
desperate. When tension makes her fail rolls it represents her arousal distracting 
her into making mistakes. This is easy to understand but it will result in the heroine 
always being slightly aroused, and it’s harder to explain gaining tension to use 
special abilities. Maybe whenever you gain tension for a reroll, you combine it with 
a lewd fanservice scene that turns her on more. 

 Curse Tension: The heroine is under a curse of bad luck, and she knows it. She 
knows that fate is acting in strange ways to push her into lewdness. Her knowledge 
overlaps a lot with the player’s – she knows how much tension she has, that she has 
to sometimes discharge it, and the dangers. Maybe it’s all visible in a magic tattoo. 
(As a bonus, this can combine with the Sexual Tension option to be a curse of bad 
luck and arousal. But that might be overkill.) 

 

  



The Rules 

[[Important note: This is a proof of concept and the numbers here are rough estimates 

and haven’t had a lot of testing. Feedback welcome, though of course, preferred 

numbers will vary depending on the tone of the game.]] 

Passive Tension Gain 

Tension is naturally gained in the following ways: 

 +1 tension at the start of every scene. 

 In town, every new place you stop at, or after an hour of idling. In the wild, 

every hour of travel, or stopoff point of note. In a dungeon, every new unexplored 

room. (Pause the ‘every hour’ timers if glossing quickly like sleep or travel montage)  

 +1 tension when a lewd trap or event is avoided without anything lewd happening. 

 +2 whenever a lewd combat encounter is won without at least a Heavy Predicament, 

+4 instead if at least a Medium Predicament didn’t happen (see GM spending). 

 

Ways the GM can Spend Tension 

These effects can either make something happen that the heroine doesn’t get any roll to resist, 

or can make a heroine automatically fail a roll, or an enemy can automatically succeed on a 

roll. However, almost all these options should have comeback potential: room for the heroine 

to fight back and still achieve what she wants in the scene. A consequence that would truly 

stop her from doing that would go in the Instant Loss category. On the whole, these guidelines 

are fairly broad and leave room for the GM to interpret them to fit the tone of their campaign.  

The tension cost is noted right in front of each option. Tension cannot go negative. 

[-] Light Predicament: A small lewd moment without serious consequences. Essentially a light 

fanservice scene, it’s free seasoning. This shouldn’t negate any rolls, and isn’t really part of the 

system, it’s just here to put the scale in perspective. 

 Examples: Wind flips her skirt up, someone gropes her once playfully, someone walks in 

on her naked but they’re really respectful about it and leave  

[3] Medium Predicament: Not something the heroine can just ignore, but it’s either over 

quickly or there’s a lot of room to salvage the situation or push past the problem. 

 Examples: The tentacle monster catches her in a grapple, she’s hit by short term 

aphrodisiac, a hoodlum keeps groping her in a crowd, someone manages to stick a hand in her 

panties, lewd slugs fall onto her body, someone takes a peep photo of her and flees, inserted 

vibrator (easy to take out)  

[5] Persistent Handicap: Something results in the heroine being inflicted with a lewd problem 

or penalty that will last at least until the end of the scene unless taken care of, likely even 

longer. This shouldn’t be too hard to remove: that’s the domain of long-term handicap. 

 Examples: Losing her panties, losing ALL her clothes, lingering aphrodisiac influence, 

shallow lewd parasites, cum inflated, tortoise shell bondage, inserted vibrator (hard to take 

out)  



[7] Heavy Predicament: The heroine is put into a bad situation. If she doesn’t stop this from 

continuing or happening again, she’s in real danger of losing the fight, or losing something else 

important. Inaction will mean defeat and the threat has to be responded to. 

 Examples: Someone pins her down and starts having his way with her but she can fight 

him off, she realizes her meal was drugged, she gets swallowed by a giant slime and has to 

desperately crawl out, a thief grabs the only key to her chastity belt and starts to flee, a heavily 

pregnant heroine goes into labor in enemy territory 

[8] Random Encounter: The GM forces a lewd random encounter to find and come across the 

heroine, even if she’s somewhere that’s supposed to be safe or private. The other party 

doesn’t have to be hostile, but it should be hard to ignore. If the heroine tries resting 

somewhere that’s not actually safe in the first place, the GM obviously doesn’t need to spend 

tension to send a random encounter her way. 

 Examples: Monster finds her camp while she’s sleeping, hoodlum walks in on her 

pleasuring herself, corrupt guard tries to extort her in the back of the library, while she’s 

bathing a panicked man knocks on the door and says there’s a fire, toilet is haunted  

[15] Long-Term Handicap: Like Persistent Handicap, but really hard to cure. The heroine will 

have to suffer under it for days or months or indefinitely until she finds a way to fix it.  

 Examples: Bonded lewd parasites, powerful curses, pregnancy, forced transformations, 

magic slave collar, widespread infamous reputation 

[15] Instant Loss: Total defeat, a very unlucky break or sudden new twist means the heroine 

loses any chance to fight back, and she’s at the situation’s mercy until it’s over and done with 

her. This could take anywhere from a few minutes to indefinite until rescued. If the heroine 

reaches 15 tension, the GM should give her a few chances to lower it before using this option: 

it's intended as a disincentive against letting tension go too high unchecked, rather than an 

immediate punishment for crossing the threshold. 

 Examples: Goblin throws a rock and it hits her in exactly the right place to knock her 

out, a sniper henchman somehow evaded all detection and shoots her with a tranquilizer, 

enemy wizard reveals a custom spell scroll that counters her entire arsenal, suddenly the floor 

collapses and there are tentacles below, automatic failed saving throw against Dominate 

Person. (These are all a bit contrived by nature but try not to overdo it) 

(Reminder: All these options can only buy lewd consequences. A GM can’t use them to make a 

heroine miss a normal attack, or fail a saving throw against going deaf, etc. Unless it directly 

leads to lewdness somehow.) 

Before or After? 
The GM can spend tension before calling for a roll to say that it isn’t needed because it 
automatically succeeds/fails. They can also spend tension after the roll to turn a success into 
a failure or vice versa. It’s up to playstyle, but obviously the latter is stronger because it 
means points will never be wasted. It also feels pretty bad as a player to have a good roll 
taken away from you – they should expect it on some level because they can see their 
tension getting high, but here are two optional rules: 
 
1) For the GM to spend tension to change the result after dice have already been rolled, they 
must increase the tension cost by 25% (round up to the nearest whole). 



2) The GM should avoid spending tension to negate the player’s successful rolls as much as 
possible, unless the player rolls too fast. 
 
It’s recommended the GM ask the player’s opinion on whether to use either of these rules, 
so the player can choose how much they’re willing to see hope snatched away at the last 
moment. 

 

Player Options 

Unlike the GM, the player can overspend and do something to reduce the heroine’s tension by 

more than she has. However, the minimum tension is still 0 and there is no benefit to 

overspending.  

[+1d4++] Lucky Break: The heroine can gain 1d4 tension to force a reroll on any roll she’s 

aware of, even rolls by other characters. She can pick either result she prefers. This die 

explodes on 4, to a maximum of 10. That is, if it rolls 4, roll 1d4 again, and if that rolls 4 repeat 

one more time, then take the total, and make it 10 if it’s higher. Use Lucky Break only once per 

roll. 

[+1d4++] Homebrew: The GM is encouraged consider inventing other fun and unique abilities 

at the same power level of Lucky Break and give one or two to the heroine. Yeah, make the 

tension dice explode on this one too. 

[-2d4] Forfeit Roll: To be allowed to use this, the heroine must successfully pass a roll that 

would avoid a lewd situation. Then before it resolves, she can spend 2d4 tension to change the 

successful roll to a failed one. Nothing can change that roll back into a success again. The 

player doesn't have to know how severe the consequences of failure will be, only that they will 

be lewd but not Instant Loss level. The GM can tell the player if they want, though. 

[-(2d4+1--)] Self-Pleasure: The heroine can tend to herself to diffuse tension, but it gets less 

effective the more she tries in a day. The first time she loses 2d4+1 tension, the second time 

1d6+1, then 1d4+1 and every attempt after that just decreases her tension by 2. A night’s rest 

or equivalent resets it back to 2d4+1. If the heroine is interrupted midway by the GM’s actions, 

her tension is still reduced.  

If the heroine is in a perfectly safe place with no time pressure, let one time clear as much as 

she wants so she doesn’t have to spam it. 

[-(1-3)] Risk Encounter: When in a private or ‘safe’ situation, the heroine can spend tension to 

risk summoning a problem. She spends between 1 and 3 tension and then rolls 1d6. If the 

result is less than or equal to (3+tension spent), then the GM makes a negative or dangerous 

lewd random event come across her. 

[-1d6+2] ‘Willingly’ Lewd: The heroine loses 1d6+2 tension whenever she chooses in-character 

to do something lewd with something other than themselves (An NPC, or trap, or strange 

magic device, etc). She can be intimidated or manipulated into it: as long as she knows she's 

going to do something lewd and is physically capable of turning it down, it counts for this 

purpose. 



[-15*] That Doesn’t Sound Too Bad Actually: The heroine’s player requests an Instant Loss 

(see GM spending), and it happens. This reduces the heroine’s tension by 15, and the player 

may make one request about the lewd content of the scene and one about the consequences 

to the heroine (what she loses or don't lose, how she can be rescued, etc), which the GM 

should try to negotiate and accommodate. The GM may veto a player's Forfeit attempt for any 

reason. 

Bonus: Other metacurrencies 
GMs are welcome to come up with exchange rates for a system’s local metacurrencies as 
other ways of affecting tension. 
For example, if you’re playing Ironsworn and something would make the player lose 
momentum points, they can instead gain twice as much tension as the momentum penalty.  

 

Solo GM Behavior 

When playing solo, to determine when the GM would spend tension, you can choose or 

randomly pick one of these ‘AI’ lines. 

The GM starts at the first number in the line. Whenever you have at least that much tension 

and there's a moment where the GM could spend it on an option that costs exactly that much 

tension, there's a 50% chance they do so. 

If not, they increase the chance by cumulative 10% for next time. If so, the chance resets back 

to 50% and they move on to the next number in the row. When the row is cleared, you can put 

it on repeat or move to a different AI line. 

If the player's tension is ever above 20, the GM will spend it on Total defeat at next possible 

opportunity. 

Light Rhythmic: 3 5 3 5 3 

Spicy Rhythmic: 5 3 3 7 7 

Light Ecchi: 3 3 3 3 3 

Only Playing for Keeps: (7/8) (7/8) (7/8) (7/8) (7/8) 

(7/8 means ‘7 or 8’) 

Example: The GM is set to ‘spicy rhythmic’, and the first number is 5. They do nothing unless 

the heroine has 5 or more tension. The heroine has 6 tension and she sets off an aphrodisiac 

trap, and passes the roll to resist it. The trap could inflict a Persistent Handicap (cost 5), so a 

50% chance is rolled. The roll says no, so nothing happens. Later, clothes dissolving slime falls 

on the heroine and she passes the roll to dodge -  this could also be a Persistent Handicap, but 

this time there’s a 60% chance of yes. It rolls yes, and 5 tension is automatically spent to make 

the heroine fail the roll instead, and her clothes are dissolved. The next number is 3, so now 

when the heroine has 3 or more tension the GM will look for a chance to inflict a Medium 

Predicament on her, and roll at 50% again. 

[[Maybe more AI lines later but these should be easy enough to make on your own]] 



 

Addendum: The Stack Order 

I don’t really need to explain this and you don’t need to read it, but I’m going to spell it out so 

it’s crystal clear. 

When the heroine gains tension to reroll a check, the tension is only added after the check 

finishes resolving and everyone’s done tampering with it. 

This means the GM can’t spend the heroine’s newly gained tension to make her auto-fail the 

exact roll she boosted. Also, if there was enough tension for the GM to cancel the roll anyway, 

the heroine is ‘refunded’ that cost and doesn’t gain the tension for rerolling. (This also refunds 

any other system-specific resources the heroine might have spent, like Fate Points, Edge, MP, 

etc) 

By the way, the GM is allowed to cancel a boosted roll like that but it’s still a bit rude – the 

player obviously really wanted to pass that roll so the GM better have a good plan. If you’re 

playing an ERP game together there should already be good communication between you so 

I’m not going to go on more about that. 
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